
Garys Pantograph. 

Although my drawings reflect my thought process in building the pantograph they are not complete to 

show clarity. The drawings do not show the gussets that are fitted between the various links and 

followers the were made from  ½” plywood and glued between them to keep them from racking. The 

gussets were fashioned after assembling the arms for the first time and placed so that when the arms 

are moved , the gussets will not interfere with any movement. Also not shown are the 3/16 rods that I 

used for the pivot pins and stylis. 

The first thing I made was the base from ½” plywood (3/4 would have been better), it’s what I had on 

hand.

 

The next part was the pivot spacer from ¾” plywood and was glued to the rear of the base 

 



 Now make the pillow blocks (2) and the pivot mount and drill the holes. 

 

The pillow blocks are screwed  to the pivot spacer so that the pivot mount can swing up and down 

without hitting the C shape of the pivot spacer. 

 

Cut all the links and followers  per drawings.  When drilling the holes (3/16”), gang drill them by stacking 

them on top each other so the holes all have a perfect distance between each other.

 

The radius for my trim router is shown in the picture above. 

 



 

 

 

 

I show the saw kerfs in the ends,  but not shown is the holes I drilled for a bolt and knob to squeeze  and 

hold the stylis. Remember this is a thought process that worked for me. 



 

When all the links are assembled to the pivot arms I use pieces of milk bottle plastic as washers for 

reducing friction between the wood parts ( I used a paper punch to punch the plastic). Thru trial and 

error I shaped gussets to glue between the links so they would remain stiff, being careful they wouldn’t 

interfere with anything as the arms swing in any direction. 

 I hope I have provided answers to most of your questions.  

Gary Mercer . 

gmercer_48083@yahoo.com 


